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**Exercise 4**

*Write the correct forms.*

Give it to him if you ......................... him.
□ meet  □ will meet

Unless she ....................... a rest, she'll have a headache.
□ has  □ doesn't have

Even if I I drive fast, we ...................... on time, I'm afraid.
□ don't come  □ won't come

What will you do if Bob ..................?
□ will refuse  □ refuses

If we ......................... a car, we can visit a lot of places.
□ rent  □ will rent

He'll join us on Monday as long as he ....................... a day off.
□ 'll have  □ he has

If the weather is nice tomorrow, we ......................... the trees.
□ plant  □ 'll plant

You will get the job on condition that you ......................... hard.
□ work  □ will work

The plane will take off on time provided that the runway ................... free.
□ is  □ will be

As long as there's a suitable train, we ....................... there before dinner.
□ are  □ 'll be